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On August 1, 2020, Harold Scheraga, one of the pioneers
of protein science and computational biophysics, passed

away close to the age of 99. To those of us who considered
Harold a cherished friend, despite his advanced age it was far
too soon−the fire of science burned brightly within him until
the very end. Amazingly, even several months before his death,
at the ripe young age of 98, he was planning on submitting his
next NIH grant proposal. Harold indeed “died funded”. The
dream of solving the protein folding problem played a major
role in Harold’s life for over 70 years and is evident in the
almost 1400 papers he published. He was one of the first to
introduce essentially all of the key ideas of protein folding and
structure prediction. Whether it was in the development of
force fields, statistical potentials, algorithms to solve the
multiple minimum problem, homology modeling, coarse
grained protein models, or structure prediction using predicted
distance matrices personified in the recent breakthrough of
AlphaFold 2, Harold did the pioneering work. Often when one
of his colleagues came up with what they thought was an
original idea in protein folding, Harold, with his amazing
memory, would casually point out that he and his group had a
paper on the subject that was often decades old. From the
beginning, he recognized the need to couple state-of-the-art
theory with experiment. For example, for many years, it was
not at all evident how proteins folded. In pioneering
experimental work, he experimentally studied the oxidative
folding pathways of ribonuclease and combined this with
predictions of the disulfide bond pattern.
Harold began his career when even the nature of proteins

was uncertain, and no one had any idea what structure or
structures they might adopt. Originally trained as a physical
chemist, he attended graduate school at Duke University,
where his thesis was on the Kerr effect in small molecules. He
was then fortunate enough to spend a year at Harvard as an
ACS postdoctoral fellow working with an even earlier founder
of protein science, John Edsall. This experience set him on the
quest to understand the biophysics of proteins. He relentlessly
pursued this passion since joining the Chemistry Department
at Cornell University in 1947. During the more than 7 decades
that followed, Harold literally trained hundreds of under-
graduate, graduate, and postdoctoral students and had a
plethora of more senior collaborators. One of the remarkable
things about Harold was how he befriended many young
scientists and enjoyed hanging out with them at meetings.
I first met Harold in the mid-1980s when I was at

Washington University working on the statistical mechanics
of the helix−coil transition of two-chain, coiled coils. My work
was greatly influenced by Douglas Poland and Harold’s book,
“Theory of Helix−Coil Transitions in Biopolymers” which was

the go-to reference for helix−coil theory and used his helix−
coil σ and s-values determined by the guest-host technique.
When Harold came to Washington University to present a
seminar, knowing his reputation as a world-class scientist, I was
quite intimidated until I met him. He was exceptionally kind
but tough and provided very insightful suggestions on how to
further pursue our line of work.
My next interaction with Harold was in the early 1990s

when he visited Scripps to give a seminar on his favorite topic,
protein folding. His seminars consisted of the 10 or so
methods that he and collaborators had developed to solve the
multiple minimum problem and presented some key results of
his recent structure predictions. It was a true fire hose of
information. One of these topics could easily have been a full
seminar; yet, here was Harold weaving a truly inspiring story
about his latest ideas. His enthusiasm was totally infectious.
This visit ignited our lifelong friendship. In many respects,
Harold became my de facto scientific father, providing insights
and guidance not only in science but also in life. This was a
role he played for many of us.
During this period, Harold would winter at Scripps and had

his office in my research group. Every day, we would take a
walk to Torrey Pines State Park and talk about the latest ideas
on how to (or try to) solve the protein folding problem. I was
often curious what it was like for Harold as a young scientist to
be at the founding of the field of protein science. After much
cajoling, I persuaded him (or at least I thought I didHarold
was very independent) to give a seminar at Scripps on Harold’s
“History of Protein Folding”. This was a very personal view of
what it was like at the beginning and how the field evolved.
Harold commented that most people thought he was crazy
when he proposed to predict the structure of proteins in the
early 1960s. Yet, in the decades that followed, he indeed
developed many of the key ideas which have begun, after much
work by many investigators, to achieve his long-sought goal.
This too was a lessonone should not be afraid of being
ahead of one’s time but to follow one’s dreams.
Many of his colleagues have described Harold as a force of

nature, which indeed he was. He was determined to do cutting
edge science each and every day, even toward the end of his
life. For example, 2 days after Harold had an angioplasty, he
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was up in bed editing one of his papers, never missing a (heart)
beat. One does not publish almost 1400 papers on a plethora
of topics by letting time idly go by. This incredible productivity
was enabled by the love and many sacrifices of his wife, Miriam
Scheraga, a grandmotherly figure to all who were Harold’s
friends and colleagues. Miriam was amazing in her own right
and also left a tremendous impact on all who had the privilege
to know her.
To his friends and students, Harold will be sorely missed. He

was a role model who showed us not only how to be a great
scientist but also a wonderful human being. He inspired us by
his devotion to his craft and his passion to unlock one of the
secrets of nature. He never gave up, despite the infirmities
brought on by an advanced age. Rather, he was passionate and
truly lived a remarkable life that serves as a shining example to
all his colleagues.
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